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Current Status

An Internet Draft Exists!

- The draft-string will be changed to include “rfc3171bis”
- We have received comments
Comments

- There were various problems with the multicast tables and the text

Comment from Prashant

- Who (whether IANA or someone else) is going to monitor/provide these addresses to the multicast content providers because content providers must use unique addresses for each channel globally.
  - That would be IANA and the Multicast expert.
- No SSM assignment is required
Comment from Bert Manfredi

I'm confused about the extended ad-hoc block... in Section 3, shouldn't the GLOP block be reduced in size now, to read 233.0.0.0 to only 233.251.255.255?

Yes.
Next Steps

- Go through comments received
- Produce Version 01
- Have MBONED take this document as a WG I-D
- WG Last Call